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The author of this edition is Petya Chalakova art curator & facilitator, PhD Art Preservation
Founder of www.ZeleniLimoni.com - art projects
and services for artists and (early stage) collectors /
Creator of the visual podcast #ArtMatchMakers /
Co-founder of www.5new.org - online platform for
sales of contemporary art / Consultant and project
manager for cultural and art events in the NGO
sector in Bulgaria / Collaborator in DA Lab
foundation & DA Fest International biennale
festivals for New media art, Sofia / International
trainer for Soft skills & Self development processes
for artists / Curator of archive for private collections.

The Curator's Choice is a commercial catalogue which presents the
latest selection of artworks from seven different but complimentary at
the same time artists.
This edition is curated by the independent curator Petya Chalakova
(NL, BG) who is representing art works mostly from Eastern Europe but
also young local Nederland's artists as well. Their stories will take you
on a journey through your imagination and will leave you full of
emotions. That will be a journey through the hills and Balkan
mountains, through the seas and sunny rays, on the back of black and
white ideas and in the shape of a "Disturbed man". We will travel with
a ticket made of metaphors and dreams, that will always bring us
something extra to begin with.
The Curator's Choice is based on the curator's goal to make art
available and accessible to everyone. If you are not yet an art collector
or art lover you can start from today. Start with something small but
always with something that you see with your heart. That is a good
guarantee for a perfect art match. You can find also excellent
recommendations and ideas on how to display art via the visual
podcast #ArtMatchMakers in YouTube.

Terms and Conditions of this edition
This catalogue is free for sharing in digital format. Print version of the content is not recommended.
All the prices listed in this catalogues are in Euro, incl VAT and are for the final product only.
Additional expenses such as framing, delivery, installation at buyer's location, special packaging
and other exclusive services are NOT included in the listed price and are matter of negotiation
between the curator and the collector. The payments are accepted only via bank transfer.
All the art works are originals and certified by the artists, except the family art collection of Boris
Gorinov's works which are certified by the owner of the collection, his granddaughter - Amy Gorin
Chapman. A contract with the details of the painting and an invoice is provided by the curator in
case of sales.
Discounts and comments on the price are possible is some situations. Please, contact the curator
for more information regarding the discounts.
The art works are available and for sale as long as they are not reserved. In case of sale a red dot
mark is added to the latest version of the catalogue. Always ask for the final edition when looking
for purchase or contact the curator in person for additional clarifications. Purchases can be made
only via direct contact with the curator through phone or email.
Return of the purchase and refund of the sum is possible only in case of proven necessity, proven
mislead from the side of the curator, wrong delivery of order, or with in 48 hours after the delivery is
made and it is possible only of the art piece is in the same shape as it was sold and well packaged
to prevent any additional damages.
The delivery is always at the expense of the buyer and by request by the buyer. Pick up is possible
at a location in Breda.
For other questions and details, please contact the author of this edition.
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Size and measures
For each of the six artists you will see description of the artworks,
techniques and materials, year of creation, size in centimeters, options
for framing and final look of the art piece, final price with VAT incl.
For your convenience, the art works are presented also next to
everyday objects to give you better impression for their dimensions.

A closer look and shot of the details helps you to feel the structure and
the materials regardless of the limitations of the digital format. If you
want to see the piece in person, please contact the curator Petya
Chalakova for booking personal meeting (for the North Brabant region)
or video call.
The pieces can be also shipped on demand for closer look and try out
for up to 3 days for free (with secure deposit). In that case the delivery
expenses are covered by the collector and a contract for the rental
period is signed between the parties.

Boris Gorinov
BG / USA
Boris Gorinov is a humble Bulgarian artist who was not well known during his
life time. Living in Communist and Post communist Bulgaria was no picnic, but
he dedicated his life to his craft, his family and being a beloved art teacher. He
had regular exhibitions during his active years between 1950 and 1990. Boris
left a legacy to his family - an art collection of more than one thousand
miniatures. His remarkable technique is well recognized by the curators with the
specific level of depth in the miniatures, the color use and the variety of canvas
materials.
All of Boris's art works are part of the collection of his granddaughter, Amy Gorin
Chapman, of which nine artworks have been provided for the curator's depot.
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Art works for this edition
#1 The Balkans, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 15x21 cm, frame yes, price 500,#2 Sozopolis, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 30x30 cm, frame yes, price 500,#3 Sinemoretz, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 30x30 cm, frame yes, price 500,#4 Vegitables, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 30x30 cm, frame yes, price 320,#5 Arizona landscape, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 30x30 cm,
frame yes, price 320,#6 View, acrylic, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 10x11 cm, frame yes, price 220,#7 Sunflowers, oil paint, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 10x12 cm, frame n/a, price 250,#8 Spring, oil paint, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 10x10 cm, frame n/a, price 250,#9 Rays, oil paint, undated / creative period 1960 - 1980 /, 9x13 cm, frame n/a, price 250,-
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…and then, I have nature and art
and poetry, and if that is not
enough, what is enough?
- Vincent Van Gogh

Dear connoisseur,
Thank you for your time and interest!
Do you want to have a closer look on the selected
art works? Don't hesitate and contact Zeleni Limoni
right away for purchase, comments and further
questions. Your feedback is highly appreciated.
Sincerely yours ,
Petya Chalakova art curator and facilitator, creator of this catalogue
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